Ambassador, Embassy of Finland, New Delhi, at HPPI’s Green Energy Biogas inaugural event ‘BIOGAS FOR THE ENHANCED QUALITY OF LIFE’ in Dausa, Rajasthan

The event announced commencement of a 400 family sized, Biogas plant model project in Dausa. It was a great platform to discuss resources to prompt global collaboration in addressing the importance of renewable, sustainable energy within India.

Farmers Club Badaun organized farmer’s seminar on 9th October 2014 on ‘benefits sharing’ of FAO’s project ‘Seeds of Life’. More than 300 farmers participated in the event and discussed the benefits and results of reducing losses of agricultural biodiversity and its impact on their lives.

Farmers Club Unnao organized farmers seminar on 31st October’14 to discuss FAO and HPPI’s collaborative project and its benefits to farmers in Unnao. The event discussed pertinent issues like seed banks, seed production, enhancing production through SRI & improving wheat cultivation. More than 350 farmers attended the event.

EDUCATION: Batch of 450 pre-service student-teachers graduate from DIETs and GETTIs across Haryana.
450 NeTT program, pre-service teachers graduated from DIETs and GETTIs across Haryana on 11 November'14. Special convocation program were organized at various DIETs and GETTIs to commemorate the occasion. Through the ceremony DIET encouraged graduating students to adhere to teachers’ ethics and values and passed on the baton of a vital role in future development of Indian education system.

HEALTH: Humana People to People India was invited to present a scientific poster on HIV/AIDS at the 18th IUSTI Asia-Pacific Conference from 11-14 November'14 in Bangkok, Thailand. The event was hosted by Consortium of Thai Training Institutes for STDs and AIDS, to open discussion on core theme of "STI, HIV and Sexual Health Global Collaboration for Effective Prevention". The poster represents the research, study, approach and implementation of HPPI's HIV/AIDS targeted intervention program in their several projects.